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September is here !!

WHY IS
POSTURE SO
IMPORTANT FOR
SEWING?

QUILTING FABRIC QUALITY: IS
MORE EXPENSIVE ALWAYS BETTER?
BIRTH MONTH FLOWERS
AND THEIR MEANINGS

Make it a

September

to remember

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL

Check out our

2019 CLASSES
SEPTEMBER 2019
CLASSES AT A
GLANCE

Best classes
to learn and
improve your
sewing skills.

Go

2019 CLASSES
Keep on the look out for this year's
class calendar.
We will have many more classes,
some a lot more involved than you
have been used to. That will give
you the opportunity to explore,
understand and utilize all the
awesome features on your
machines!

Give us a thumb up on
Facebook

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.sewingcentertb.com/classes.htm
WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM

|

Birth Month Flowers and Their Meanings

Long before email, texting, instant
messages or even phone calls, people
used flowers to communicate. The
language of flowers — also known as
floriography — was popular in the 18th
and 19th century. While we now have
more ways to communicate, the
messages told with flowers are as
meaningful today as ever. Each birth
month flower has a unique meaning, and
is sure to make the recipient feel extra
special.

Birth Month Flowers and

source: www.ftd.com

Their Meanings

NEW!
BABY LOCK MACHINES

REGALIA
MORE SPACE TO CREATE THAN EVER BEFORE

LONGARM QUILTING MACHINE

REGALIA
Give your quilting projects the royal
treatment on the Regalia — Baby Lock’s
largest quilting machine yet!
With 20" of workspace and a lightningfast 2,500 stitches per minute, the
Regalia is ready to easily finish quilts
of any size. It features a built-in Stitch
Regulator and Precision Stitch mode
that ensure smooth, precise stitching
for a harmonious finish

ARE YOU READY TO KNOW ALL THE
FEATURES OF THIS BEAUTIFUL
MACHINE?

DOWNLOAD THE BROCHURE HERE:

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL |

HANUKKAH
WALL
HANGING

CLICK ON THE ICON
BELOW TO
DOWNLOAD YOUR
FREE PROJECT /

BABY LOCK /
Free Sewing Project

BO
GO
T H R E A D

SALE
SEPT 15TH
TO
SEPT 30 TH

ALL
INDIVIDUAL
THREAD
BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

"Say Hello
to
September"
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WHY IS POSTURE

SO IMPORTANT
FOR SEWING?
WE FOUND THIS INTERESTING ARTICLE ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING A GOOD
POSTURE WHILE SEWING, WE HOPE YOU ENJOY IT.

SEWING CENTER
OF WESLEY CHAPEL
Potential Hazards
Workers often maintain awkward shoulder, elbow,
and wrist postures while sewing because of
improper chair height or position.Employees must
sit or stand for long periods in the same position,
resulting in soreness of the back and neck, and/or
buttocks, and reduced circulation to the legs.

Possible Solutions:
Use easily adjustable chairs to minimize awkward
postures, and provide training on how to properly
use them.Chairs should have: easily adjustable
height, seat tilt, and backrest position; padded back
rest with rounded edges that supports worker's
lower back; no wheels, or wheels that lock; a gently
sloped or "waterfall" front edge to help prevent the
chair's edge from pressing into the back of the legs;
and a cushioned/contoured seat, which distributes
the worker's weight so no body part gets all the
pressure.To choose a proper chair, consider the
amount of movement the task requires, and the size
of the worker.

For tasks that require a lot of twisting, chairs should
be placed at an appropriate distance from the
workstation, so workers can perform tasks without
pulling their elbows away from the body. Motor
placement should not interfere with proper chair
distance.

Chair height is correct when the work surface is at
elbow height. Ideally, in this posture, the entire sole
of the foot should rest on the floor, and the back of
the knee should be slightly higher than the seat of
the chair. (This illustrates the importance of also
having an adjustable table). The seat may be
slightly lower when the worker uses a treadle or
pedal.

BASICS FOR CREATING!
October 11th or 12th.
Software Training Day: October 13th

REGISTER NOW FOR ONLY $49.95
AND RECEIVE A FREE GIFT VALUED
AT OVER $499.00!!
Two days full of information. You select between Friday
OR Saturday and Sunday is Software training day!

REGISTER NOW!

QUILTING FABRIC QUALITY: IS
MORE EXPENSIVE ALWAYS BETTER?

Most beginning quilters have one of two competing mindsets about fabric: either they
want to be frugal (like our quilting ancestors) and plan to use the least expensive
fabric they can find, or they want to create something that lasts centuries (like our
quilting ancestors) so they use the most expensive fabric in the store. Both viewpoints
are valid, but neither one should take hold of any quilter’s entire quilting career. It all
depends on each quilt’s final destination.
What’s the difference between fabric sold in the big box stores and that sold in online
catalogs and dedicated quilt stores? There really is a quality difference, and it starts
out before the fabric was even designed. All cotton quilt fabric begins with cloth
called greige goods (pronounced gray goods). This is basic cotton fabric, unbleached
and untreated. It’s the very base on which every quilt fabric is built, and the quality
can vary greatly. It all depends on thread count.

Thread Counts
Look at a piece of quilt fabric and you can see threads running horizontally and
vertically. The number of threads per square inch makes up the thread count. Counts
of close to 70 are ideal for quilting – easy to needle, yet solid enough to withstand
normal usage. Higher thread counts make it difficult to get the needle through,
especially when hand sewing and quilting. Anyone who’s tried to use a sheet for
backing fabric discovers this fact. Get a thread count lower than 60, though, and the
fabric will be too loose, falling apart easily and stretching out of shape even as you
sew.

QUILTING FABRIC QUALITY: IS
MORE EXPENSIVE ALWAYS BETTER?

Fabric in the big box stores are less expensive, so they tend to be made with a lower
thread count. Fabric bolts don’t usually carry the thread count on the end along with
the fabric content and width, so you have to look carefully at the fabric surface and
estimate the count. It helps if you carry a small fabric swatch of high quality quilt
fabric to compare the bolt with. If the thread count on the bolt looks similar to your
swatch, the fabric should be good for most projects. If you’re looking for an
inexpensive way to create something, this may be a good choice.
Fabrics sold in quilt stores and online catalogs tend to have a higher thread count, as
these places pride themselves on selling high quality goods. You’ll find fabrics from
major designers and looks in the latest trendy color values. You’ll also find prices
about twice the cost of the big box bolts. The fabric will feel wonderful and will work
like a dream, but you’ll pay for the difference.

Making the Choice
The right choice of fabric depends mostly on your skills and the eventual destination
for your quilted project. First, are you new at quilting or have you had a decade’s
worth of experience? It makes no sense to use hyper-expensive designer quilt fabric as
a learning piece for a beginner. Between misplaced seams, torn-out stitches, and
crooked piecing, a beginning quilt is rarely a thing of perfection. (And that’s all right –
it’s how we learn!) But using expensive fabric for this learning process is a waste of
money and cloth. Experienced quilters, on the other hand, have enough practice to
make sure they use the fabric wisely. They won’t waste fabrics, they make fewer
mistakes, and their design choices will meld the fabrics together into an attractive
look.

QUILTING FABRIC QUALITY: IS
MORE EXPENSIVE ALWAYS BETTER?

Even the most experienced quilter doesn’t always have to use the high end fabric,
though. Your choice of fabric quality depends on why you’re making the project. If
you’re creating an applique heirloom you’re hoping to pass down to many generations,
it makes perfect sense to use the best fabric you can find. Even everyday quilts, and
those for gifts, can be enhanced by the larger range of pattern and color you’ll find in
quilt shops. Less expensive fabric, on the other hand, is ideal for quilted crafts such as
wall hangings, pot holders, Christmas tree skirts, and table runners. Good quality store
fabric will hold together through repeated washing, but won’t break the bank for these
basic projects.
One final project that calls for less expensive fabric might be one you’re tempted to
use something of higher quality: quilts for babies and children. A quilt is an elaborate
gift, a labor of love for a small person in your life, and you want to give them your best.
The fact is though that the best baby and toddler quilts are those that have been loved
to death, turning into a bundle of rags in a couple of years. This is the sign of a quilt
that’s close to a child’s heart. Try using the money you save by buying the less
expensive fabric and make two identical quilts. Once the first one is past the point of
no return, you’ll have a fresh one to replace it with.
n the end, your choice of quilting fabric comes down to personal preference. Decide
what is best for your skill level, budget, and the specific project you are making, and
go from there. Either way, you will be creating a quilted treasure that will be loved for
a lifetime!

Sorce: www.nationalquilterscircle.com

We want to share some

big
news!
NOW we have KONA
COTTON fabric.
Come by the store to
check out all the
beautiful colors we
have.

2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 &
(+813) 792.1855
www.sewingcentertb.com

Join us!

OC TOB E R
25th and 26th
J o a n C le mo n s is v i s it in g u s t o sh o w us
a l l th e c o o l st u ff t ha t n e w Ba b y Loc k se w i ng , e m b r oi de r y a n d
s er g e r s m a c h in e s h a v e .

Call us o come by the store to get all the details

BABY L O CK TI P S AN D T RI C K S
When sewing decorative design, and you want it to be
bold, pull two threads through the eye of the needle (2 –
30wt or 2 – 40 wt threads) makes a bold blanket stitch
around an applique.
R. Larry

PRE-ORDER
YOURS NOW!

HUSQVARNA VIKING

DESIGNER
EPIC™ 2

We are proud to introduce to you
the DESIGNER EPIC™ 2 sewing and
embroidery machine.
Made for Sewers, by Sewers™.This
machine is made with you in mind,
it is packed with new innovations
to enhance your craft.

TAKE A LOOK!

FREE Gifts (valued at $1,800) Included *
When you PRE-ORDER today!!
Call us or come by the store for
more information!

Hello friends!!
Do you like our
Newsletter?
GIVE US A THUMBS UP!

in our Facebook
page

CLICK HERE!

think local
BUY LOCAL
BE LOCAL
PLEASE SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
LIKING US ON FB AND BBB.
YOUR SUPPORT REALLY
MATTERS.

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL.

WWW.SEWINGCENTERTB.COM |

Visit us!

SEWING CENTER OF WESLEY CHAPEL
2653 Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
Suite 119.
Wesley Chapel, FL. 33544
Phone: (+813) 591.1838 & (+813) 792.1855
Email: info@sewingcentertb.com
Shop Hours:
Monday to Wednesday: 10:00am - 6:00pm
Thursday to Saturday: 10:00 am - 7:00 pm
Sunday: 11:00 am - 5:00 p

Visit our online store:
http://www.sewingcentertb.com/products.htm

